2021 HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS
Approximately 24.5 million people in need
helped—the most we’ve ever helped in a single
year!
Over 19 million pounds of humanitarian aid
and disaster relief supplies shipped throughout
the United States and around the world.
979 truckloads of aid shipped to the poorest of
the poor and disaster victims—the most we’ve
ever shipped in a single year!
MILESTONES
• Celebrated 30 years of caring for a needy
world
• Exceeded 250 million pounds of aid
distributed since our founding in 1991
DISASTER RESPONSE
Matthew 25: Ministries responded to the
earthquake in Haiti, Hurricane Ida, Tropical
Storm Henri, wildfires in California, the winter
storm in Texas, tornadoes that swept through
six states, including Mayfield, KY and additional
areas, as well as other tornadoes and flooding
throughout the United States. Matthew 25 also
continued our ongoing COVID-19 response
efforts and more.

DISASTER RESPONSE HIGHLIGHTS
Over 6 million pounds of disaster relief supplies
distributed in response to disasters in 2021.
TESTIMONIAL
“Matthew 25: Ministries is such a wonderful
organization helping so many near and far. We have
been lucky to support M25M with product donations
for many years. We always know our product
donations of soap and hygiene products are being
used in the most impactful way for the neediest of all.
Thank you for all the great work you do, Matthew 25,
to serve people during hard times.”
Corporate Product Donor
WE ARE EXPANDING
In 2021, we acquired a building across the street
from our facility, adding another 100,000 square
feet and 16 loading docks to our campus, bringing
our total space to more than 300,000 square
feet. The building is primarily being used as a
centralized hub for our Disaster Response Fleet
and supplies, as well as providing expanded
space for warehousing, donation drop-offs,
and volunteers. This additional space will help
us respond more efficiently to disasters and
accommodate even more product donations,
helping us distribute more aid to those in need.
Our product donation drop-off location has
moved to our new building, 11083 Kenwood
Road, Cincinnati, OH 45242.
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